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York, North Yorkshire & East Riding Local Enterprise Partnership (The LEP) 
Date of meeting 13 March 2020 

Castle Howard York 
 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
 
PRESENT   REPRESENTING 
David Kerfoot (DK) 
Colin Mellors (CM) 
Peter Emery (PE)                           
Jane Lady Gibson (JG) 
David Dickson (DD) 
Richard Shaw (RS) 
Sam Alexander (SA) 
Janet Thornton (JT) 
Sue Jefferson (SJ)  
Cllr Carl Les (CL) 
Cllr Liz Collins (LC)  
Cllr Mark Crane (MC)                     
Cllr Keith Aspden (KA)                  
Cllr Keane Duncan (KD) 

Kerfoot CS 
Higher Education 
Electricity North West  
Joined up North 
Family Business Matters Limited 
Ellis Patents 
Your Consortium LTD 
Vice Chair Yorkshire Food and Farming Network 
Possibilities Realised Ltd.  
North Yorkshire County Council 
Scarborough Borough Council 
Selby District Council 
City of York Council  
Ryedale District Council (left the meeting at 11.15) 

 
IN ATTENDANCE   REPRESENTING 
James Farrar (JF) 
Sarah Barkey (SB)                         
Adrian Green (AGr) 
Andrew Leeming (AL) 
Aissa Gallie (AGa) 
Paul Clark (PCl)  
Peter Campey (PC)  
Andrew Batterbee (AB) 
Peter Collins (PCo) 

LEP Chief Operating Officer 
LEP Secretariat 
LEP Secretariat 
LEP Secretariat 
LEP Secretariat 
LEP Secretariat 
BEIS 
BEIS 
Sharpe Pritchard LLP 

  
APOLOGIES  REPRESENTING 
Kiran Trehan (KT) 
Richard Flinton (RF) 
Cllr Steve Siddons (SS)  

University of York 
North Yorkshire County Council 
Scarborough Borough Council 

 
Chairman’s welcome. DK welcomed the board to Castle Howard. DK also introduced SJ 
and JT to their first LEP board meeting and to LC attending on behalf of SS.  
 
Part 1- Standing Items and Board updates 
1.1 The apologies were noted- apologies were received from KT, RF and SS. 

 
1.2. Minutes of last meeting: DD proposed approval of the previous meeting’s minutes and 
PE seconded. The minutes of the last meeting were approved. 
 
1.3. Matters arising- Action numbers 68, 70, 71, and 72 have been closed. 
 
1.4. Board Declaration of interest- JT, SA and CM all declared an interest in ESIF. 
 
1.5. Register of interests- DK has updated his.  
 
1.6 LEP Review -Collaboration Paper. JF explained that there had been no progress with 
this is due to increased focus on the Leeds City Region devolution deal. There is a meeting 
on 25 March 2020 with Humber LEP and we will be speaking to Tees Valley LEP.  
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DK stated that since Christmas there had been more collaboration with LCR, Humber and 
Tees Valleys LEPs. These will be interesting times going forward.  
 
The LCR transforming cities fund will cover York, Selby, Skipton and Harrogate railway 
stations.  
 
1.7 LEP Assurance Update– AGr presented the paper.  
 
AGr presented an up to date Assurance report informing the Board of progress in meeting 
the requirements of the LEP Review, seeking approval of the 2020/21 revenue budget and 
advising on progress in respect of the LEP’s incorporation.  
 
LEP Geography was now resolved in moving to a YNY operation. Board Membership was 
now resolved in meeting the 2/3rd-1/3rd split on public/private sector and gender 
representation.  Whilst this has been achieved temporarily through co-opting 3 female 
members to the board, a formal recruitment process is underway to fill those positions on a 
longer term basis. 
 
AB confirmed DK Chair’s extension until the 31 March 2022.  
 
AGr introduced PCo of Sharpe Pritchard to explain the options and next steps to incorporate 
the LEP as a company limited by guarantee to be done so by 31 July 2020. 
 
PCo talked through the process of the LEP incorporation, explaining that other LEPs have 
been through this process and that it is now tried and tested. 
 
PCo invited queries from the board. It was suggested that board members check that there 
are no implications for their day jobs and that their organisations are happy for them to 
become members of a company. Local Authority members were advised to seek guidance 
from their respective authority’s monitoring officer. 
 
PCo will forward a document to show the roles for the directors and members, this has been 
devised by the LEP network  
 
The process will now be to draft the article of association, which AGr will circulate before the 
May LEP board. AGr will also clarify the use of LA subs at LEP board meetings.  
 
There was also a discussion around the need for Indemnity Insurance for private Sector 
board members, AGr will look into this.  
 
CM discussed the board having director training, the University of York had a good two-hour 
course. DD will discuss this with AGr.  
 
Resolved:  

1. The Board approved the Tier 1 Board Arrangements and appointment of all LEP 
Board Members as new Company Directors. 

2. The Board approved the 2020/21 LEP Revenue Budget and noted the contents of 
report.  

 
Action:  

1. AGr to circulate the draft Article of Association before May LEP board.  
2. The articles to confirm if LA subs can attend.  
3. Look at Indemnity insurance for the private sector board members.  
4. DD to discuss director training with AGr.  

 
1.8 Equality and Diversity Annual Report 2019/2020- SA presented this paper.  
The board discussed the wording used in paragraph 8 of the statement. The board also 
discussed the diversity of the sub boards. SA explained that the profile of CEOs in York and 
North Yorkshire lacked diversity and this contributes to the difficulty in attracting diversity to 
the LEP’s boards. 
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The board discussed if we need to move to adopt Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI), SA 
noted that this can’t be fixed overnight. CM commented that the board ought to be to be a 
microcosm of society.  
 
SA will take the comments away and present a revised statement.  
 
Resolved: 

1. The board noted the content of Equality and Diversity Annual Report 
2. SA incorporate the board’s comments into the next LEP Diversity Statement. 

 
Action: SA to amend Diversity Statement following the board comments. 
 
1.9 Infrastructure and LGF Update- AL presented his paper. DK commented that the LEP 

had very committed individuals on the Infrastructure board. DK has also been to meetings of 

both the performance group and Infrastructure board. Without CM’s work on the Skipton 

project it would not be where it is now. DK also thanked colleagues for their work on the 

Harrogate rail line.  

AL confirmed that the Harrogate – York rail project to now good to go and also confirmed 
that 99.6% of the programme is committed.  
 
KA said that he was pleased with the paper, £77m was announced in the budget for York 
Central with the housing fund that is £155m drawn together. York EV charging are important 
to York becoming carbon neutral.  
 
JF confirmed that in the budget £380m has been allocated nationally between all LEPs, this 
could be about £5m for Y&NY LEP. PC could not confirm the allocation for each LEP.  
 
AL confirmed that the 2024/2025 outputs will be reached. There is work going on to give the 
outputs. This does not include York central, for every £1 invested we are leveraging £9 
investment.   
 
CM said the that outcomes have supported the flood risks, the two schemes in Skipton have 
been seen as national exemplar. Over the last few storms 1000 homes were flood without 
these schemes the number would have been 28,000.  
   
Resolved: 

1. The LEP Board noted the performance to date. 
 
1.10 Business Update – JF presented the business paper. RS confirmed that he was happy 
with the new branding. 
JF explaining that £10m nationally had been allocated in the budget, this could be c.£150k 
for York and North Yorkshire.  We are considering how best to utilise this and was 
discussing using this for joint working with the four Yorkshire LEPs as part of collaboration 
arrangements.  
 
Resolved:  

1. The Board have noted and commented on progress 
 
Action:  

1. Andrew Raby to attend the next board  
 
1.11 Skills Update –JK presented the Skills Update. DK and JK updated the board on their 
communication due to delays contracting and appraising applications for ESF open call 
activity. All LEPS are having the same issues.  
 
JF commented that whilst there is some frustration around getting the final approvals, overall 
the European money has been successful and done some excellent work.  
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PE asked what the LEP is doing to prepare for T level placements. JA advised that there is 
an ESF T-level industry placements call waiting to be appraised with DWP. This call requires 
activity that will deliver robust, high quality, relevant industry placements that are accessible 
to all T-level students. 
 
SA commented that they were only going to be launched in the following sectors first 
construction, digital, childcare and we are working closely with the ESFA to rural proof these.  
 
Resolved: 

1. The Board noted the performance to date. 
 
1.12 Communication update- AGa presentenced the paper. AG has been doing work on 
the NP11 communications.  
 
The board discussed the AGM date of 26 June and if, in the present climate of Coronavirus, 
the date should be pushed back to a reserve date of 20 November 2020. As the 
Communications team are about to go out to invite registration to the event there is a feeling 
that no one will register in the present climate. The board agreed the sensible decision was 
to push this back to the Autumn.  
 
SA asked for the organisational development to be a more substantial item. JF will bring a 
paper to the next board to include the team restructure.  
 
JT asked for a link to the Regional Energy Fund run by Tees Valley LEP to be added to our 
website.  
 
DK noted that the communications team are working very well with their content being used 
by others.  
 
Resolved: 

1. The Board noted progress against the Communications Strategic plan for 2019/20. 
 
Actions:  

1. AGa to push back AGM date and to add a link to the Regional Energy fund. JF to 
bring a workforce development paper to the next board.  

 
1.13 Local Industry Strategy- TF presented the paper. JT commented that this was as very 
good introduction to the LEP, TF explained that AGa had done a very good job turning his 
technical wording into a readable document.  
 
There was a discussion around the need for reliable digital coverage, not just good 
coverage. TF confirmed that the LEP has an evidence base of where businesses are. SA 
explained that this version is very strong and persevering with it has been worthwhile. The 
board discussed the rewording of the first sentence as some businesses could think that this 
doesn’t relate to them.  
 
DD also noted that carbon negativity will be included on infrastructure appraisals. DK 
thanked the team for all of the work that they had put in to this document.  
 
AB confirmed that Government is working with partners and the documents will be published 
soon. There is legitimacy for the document, there is a chance the government could rebrand 
the LIS, and this will influence local thinking over the long term.  
 
DK explained that the NP11 have written an executive summary  
 
Resolved:  

1. The board approved the LIS submission to Government for the end of March. 
 

1.14 Delivery Plan- JK presented the paper. SJ complemented the plan on a page. 
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2.15 5G Rural Connected Communities (RCC) Bid Update- Information only paper. DK 
was happy about the paper and JG thanked CL for NYCC. CL explains that this project has 
been criticised locally due to alleged ‘5G radiation’. SJ spoke about getting the 
communications right as people had concerns about radiation.  
 
2.16 Chair’s Update- DK said that the York Central Funding announcement in the budget is 
a momentous decision and will have an impact on the greater region.  
 
The A64 is not going to be looked at until 2025, the campaign needs to go on as this is an 
essential artery for our region and we need to get behind the campaign.  
 
BEIS has approved the LEP Chair extension until the end of March 2021.  
 
2.17 Date and Time of the next meeting- 15 May 2020. 
 
2.18 AOB 
 

1. An urgent COVID 19 paper was submitted by David Ryden. The board discussed the 
outbreak with DK confirming there will be challenges for the care and tourism 
sectors. The board noted that this will have a disproportionate effect on the lower 
incomes and we need to look at supporting these people. JG said her heart went out 
to all LA colleagues as their work this year will be unprecedented. The LA leaders 
and CEX have the board’s support. KA explained that LA business continuity and 
pandemic plans are implemented, and are looking at how to prioritise. Following the 
past storms and flooding, LAs need to give quick response to business. We need to 
be quicker as we are waiting to hear from government and LEPs  
 

2. Devolution- JF said the Comprehensive Spending Review was now due in July rather 
than November however with the current situation it would be challenging to achieve 
devolution by the July date.   

 
2.19 Presentation from Nicholas Howard and James Holiday Castle Howard. Nicholas 
and James talked through the highlights of the challenges and the One Estate One Vison. 
SB will send the board the presentation.  
 
The meeting closed at 12.25 
 
Signed Off  
  
 
 
David Kerfoot 


